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Introduction of 

the project

Title: Creating a Japanese Language 
Textbook for Tourism in Lithuania

Time: from 2020/05/01 to 2021/03/31

Place: Vytautas Magnus University (in 
cooperation with the staff from Masaryk 
University, Czech Republic)

Financed by the Japan Foundation



Introduction 

of the 
project

Need for Japanese speaking tour 
guides

Japanese learners in Lithuania 
looking for a field to work in

No school in Lithuania offers 
curriculum to become a Japanese 
speaking tour guide



Growing 

number of the 
Japanese 

tourists

2015-2018 the number of tourists 
from Japan rose 21,100-28,200

36 Japanese speaking guides in 

Lithuania (out of 5414 in total), 

only 3 of them are native 

Japanese speakers (2022/09/08)
(gido-pazymejimai_sarasas.pdf (vvtat.lt))

https://www.vvtat.lt/data/public/uploads/2022/09/gido-pazymejimai_sarasas.pdf


Tour guides 
in Lithuania

Required to have a degree of an 
institution of higher education

Must obtain a license

Language proficiency is not 
tested

"Lonely soldier" feeling



Aim of the project

 create a new Japanese language textbook which 
provides the methods to gain essential communication 
skills and knowledge for tourism in Lithuania

Communication skills: interaction between the tour guide 
and the group

 Knowledge for tourism: specific vocabulary for touristic 
spots in Lithuania

 Due to limited funding only the first part of the planned 
project was fulfilled



Aim of the project

multi-lingual (Lithuanian, Japanese and English) to 

encourage people to use it regardless whether they are 
Lithuanian native speakers or not

 cover a range of levels between independent user (B1) 
to proficient user (C1) in JF standard



Target

active tour 
guides

potential tour 
guides

autodidacts 
in 

intermediate 
level

teachers and 
students in 

universities of 
intermediate 

level



Structure

 9 chapters in total

 Each chapter based on real 
situations appearing in the guide’s 

work

 Topics are presented in model 
dialogues so that the learners could 
understand the correct usage of 

the new vocabulary and grammar 
structures



Structure

Can-do for each level (B1, B2 

and C1)

 Vocabulary

Model conversation

Comprehension check

 Explanation

 Practice

 Advanced practice

Can-do check







Expected to be introduced in

Online intensive course for intermediate Japanese users 

in Lithuania

 Part of the course in the Lithuanian universities (3rd and 

4th year students)

Workshop for self-learners



Further updates

 Knowledge part (history, religion, architecture, nature)

Model guide speech

Vocabulary practice

Practice of speech

Glossary of terms for sightseeing in Lithuania

 Unification of Lithuanian proper nouns

ヴィータウタス？ヴィタウタス？ビタウタス？

 Audio



Thank you for your attention!

Textbook accessible: japonu-vadovelis-gidams.pdf (vdu.lt)
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